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1.0 Summary
The coordination efforts to ensure the smooth operation and assembly of the
Large-Scale Advanced Prop-Fan took place in two phases. The first phase, the
coordination of the design loads at the system interfaces, indicated that
• although the interface loads were not always consistent, they were conserva-
tive. The stresses calculated using these loads indicated that all the sys-
tem components have adequate life for the Large-Scale Advanced Prop-Fan pro-
gram, when compared to the applicable material allowables. The allowables
are more conservative than a "specimen only" _X-3_) approach to fatigue
allowables, but Hamilton Standard's 50 years of propeller experience indi-
cates that these allowables are realistic.
In the second step of the coordination effort, relating to the physical di-
mensions of the hardware at the system interfaces, all design layouts were
carefully compared to the final assembly layout and the detail drawings. No
interference or assembly problems were found.
The final area of the Prop-Fan program requiring coordination was the Failure
Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA). The FMEAanalysis was based on function
rather than a detailed part analysis in order to isolate significant problems
of a system nature. The FMEAis complete and no problems were uncovered.
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2.0 Introduction
In recentyears, considerableattentionhas been directedtoward improving
aircraftfuel consumption. Studieshave shown that the inherentefficiency
advantagethat turboproppropulsionsystemshave demonstratedat lower cruise
• speeds may now be extended to the higher speed of today's turbofan and turbo-
jetpowered aircraft. To achieve this goal, new propeller designs which fea-
ture more blades with thin airfoils and aerodynamic sweep are required.
Since 1975, Hamilton Standard has been deeply involved with the NASALewis
Research Center in the development of the advanced turboprop or Prop-Fan.
Many aircraft system studies have been accomplished for a variety of subsonic
air transport applications and all these studies have shown significant fuel
savings with Prop-Fan propulsion. The fuel savings potential of future
Prop-Fan powered aircraft is generally 15-20% for commercial applications and
25-35_ for military patrol aircraft compared to equal technology turbofan
systems, depending upon the specific application, cruise speed, stage length
and other requirements.
To date, several propeller modelshave been designed, manufactured and sub-
jected to a number of tests. A series of small-scale 0.6223 meter (24.5
inch) diameter model tests have been conducted in both UTRCand NASAwind
tunnels and on a modified NASAairplane. These tests have shown that propel-
lers with 8-10 swept blades, high tip speeds and high power loadings can
offer increased fuel efficiencies at speeds up to 0.8 Mn.
Under the NASAsponsored Large-Scale Advanced Prop-Fan (LAP) Program,
Hamilton Standard designed a 2.743 meter (9-foot) dia. single-rotation Prop-
Fan (Figure 2.1) and recently completed the process of manufacturing this
system. This hardware was tested at Wright Field and in the ONERASl wind
tunnel in France. The hardware will be used in a follow-on program where it
will be run with an engine on a static test stand, and on a research air-
craft. The major objective of this testing is to establish, the structural
integrity of large-scale Prop-Fans of advanced construction in addition to
the evaluation of aero-acoustic performance.
As specified under contract NAS3-23051, the Prop-Fan hub, retention and pitch
control system design has been coordinated to ensure proper operation within
the spinner envelope. The first step was to verify that the design loads
used at the various system interfaces were consistent. The retention trans-
fers the blade centrifugal, bending and shear loads to the hub. The trunnion
transfers the blade torsional load to the actuator, and the tailshaft trans-
fers the hub loads to the engine shaft. The loads at these interfaces must,
, therefore, be consistent. Given sufficient time, complete consistency in the
design loads would have been possible. However, the demands of the schedule
made this impossible. The components had to be designed in parallel, so the
• final loads were not usually available when needed. Therefore, some of the
loads used to size the component interfaces were best estimates based on a
preliminary analysis and previous experience.
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FIGURE 2.1 LARGE SCALE ADVANCED PROP-FAN (LAP)
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As the analysis was refined, the loads were revised. As time permitted or if
the initial analysis was not conservative, the affected hardware was re-ana-
lyzed. If however, the initial load was conservative and the results were
acceptable, there was no re-analysis. Thus, the loads used in the analyses
were not always consistent but they were conservative.
The second step of the coordination effort related to the physical dimensions
of the hardware interfaces. Proper fits and clearances were necessary to en-
sure smooth operation and assembly of the propeller. A system of formal
documents, drawings and design reviews was used to coordinate the flow of in-
formation between the design and drafting departments. The system ensured
that all design requirements were satisfied.
The final coordination effort was concerned with the interface between the
group performing the FMEA(the Operational Effectiveness (OE) group) and the
design groups. To perform an accurate FMEA, the OE group needed complete
drawings, and a good understanding of how the system operated. The coordina-
tion effort ensured the timely transfer of the required information to the OE
group.
Nearly all of the results (loads and stresses) reported in this document have
been presented in much greater detail in the Design Reports of the individual
components. For a more complete discussion of these results, refer to the
applicable Design Reports:
I. Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan (LAP) Blade Design Report, NASA
CR174790
2. Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan (LAP) Hub and Blade Retention Design
Report, NASACR174786
3. Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan (LAP) Spinner Design Report, NASA
CR174785
4. Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan (LAP) Pitch Change Actuator and
Control Design Report, NASACR174788
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3.0 System Design Loads
In this section, the progression of the design loads will be traced through
the propeller system (see Figure 3.1). The discussion will be limited to the
internal load interfaces. For a complete summaryof the loads on a partic-
ular component, refer to the applicable component reports. All of the com-
ponent interfaces, except the spinner/hub interface, were evaluated for
low-cycle and high-cycle fatigue and for overstressing at 125%overspeed and
140%overspeed. The loads corresponding to these four cases, and their ori-
gins, will be discussed in the following sections. Any inconsistencies in
the loads at the system interfaces, will be identified and explained.
3.1 Blade Loads
An external blade definition and the airloads for the important flight condi-
tions were supplied by the aerodynamics group. Using this external defini-
tion, a finite element model was created. The airloads were then distributed
across the center layer of the finite element grid. BESTRAN,an in-house
finite element program, was used to calculate the blade stresses and deflec-
tions, as well as the reactions (see Figure 3.2) at the blade retention.
The blade shank was modeled with triangular plate elements to approximate the
cylindrical shank configuration. Five spring elements, in the plane of the
blade butt-face were used to represent the retention system characteristics.
See Figure 3.3. The primary springs controlling most degrees of freedom were
attached to the center node (node 4) of the butt-face. A torsional spring of
22.59 x lO6 N-M/rad (200.0 x 106 in-lb/rad) and a radial spring of 19.61
x 108 N/M (11.20 x 106 ]b/in) were attached to this node. Node 4 was
fixed in the in-plane and out-of-plane direction to eliminate all rigid body
shear motion.
The nodes that establish the position of the four remaining spring elements
did not lie on the shank. All the displacements and rotations at these nodes
were tied to node 4, except displacements in the radial direction. Two
springs of equal magnitude lie on the out-of-plane (OOP) axis and two lie on
the in-plane (IP) axis. The distances between the opposing nodes (610 and
612 out-of-plane, 611 and 613 in-plane) and the radial spring rates at these
nodes were carefully chosen to simulate the required rotational spring rates
about these axes. A moment about an IP or OOPaxis, resolved into radial
forces using a 2M/R equivalent, compressed one spring and stretched the other
spring to produce the rotation that was consistent with the desired spring
rate. The rotational spring rate, K 8, was calculated as follows, K 0 =
MI O. The radial spring rates were, therefore, used to establish the cor-
rect rotationalspringrates about the in-planeand out-of-planeaxes.
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The radial spring rate at nodes 610 and 612 was 1.88 x 108 N/M (1.07 x
10b ib/in), which resulted in a rotational OOP spring rate (about the
in-plane axis) of 1.51 x IOs N-M/RAD (13.41 x I0 ° in-lb/RAD). The IP
spring rate (about the out-of-plane axis) was 1.15 x 106 N-M/RAD (10.22 x
106 in-lb/rad) and was produced by radial spring rates of 1.43 x 108 N/M
(0.82 x 106 Ib/in) at nodes 611 and 613. The sum of the five radial
springs equaled the total radial spring rate, 26.23 x 108 N/M (14.98 x
106 Ib/in).
The reactions calculated by BESTRANwere used to determine the retention
bearing design loads. The following loads were calculated for the 0.2 Mn
take-off climb condition. This was the most severe infinite life design
condition. The twisting moment from Bestran included the centrifugal twist-
ing moment (CTM) and the aerodynamic twisting moments (ATM) only.
Centrifugal Force - Fc = 353,238 N (79,415 Ibs)
Out-of-Plane Moment - Moop : 1,349 ± 1,960 N-M (11,937
17,350 in-lbs)
In-Pl_ne Moment - Mip = 1,384 + 2,514 N-M (12,248 + 22,251
in-lbs)
Out-of-Plane Shear - Foop = 4,132 ± 4,163 N (929 ± 936 Ibs)
In-Plane Shear - Fip = 8.638 ± 5,725 N (1,942 ± 1,287 Ibs)
Twisting Moment - TN = 2,174 + 239 N-M (19,246 + 2,113
in-lbs_
3.2 Blade Retention Loads
The reactions from the BESTRANanalysis had to be adjusted because of differ-
ences in the shank modeling relative to the actual hardware. The blade re-
tention was analyzed using a larger centrifugal load, a higher out-of-plane
shear load and a higher out-of-plane moment load. The reasons for these
increases are explained below.
Although the shank FEA model was an adequate representation of the blade
structure down to and including the retention and it's spring rate, it did
not reflect the exact shape and mass of all the hardware in the final
design. The finite element modeling and most of the analyses had to be com-
pleted well in advance of the final retention and pitch change mechanism
design. Fortunately, it was possible to analyze the blade without including
these components. Therefore, to determine the total centrifugal load on the
blade retention, the centrifugal pull on the following items had to be added
to, or subtracted from, the load calculated using BESTRAN: I) the retention
bearing (including the balls and inner race), 2) the blade trunnion, trunnion
roller and the associated hardware, 3) the shank taper bore (subtracted), 4)
the taper bore plug and 5) the blade retaining ring. These adjustments in-
creased the centrifugal load from 353,238 N (79,415 Ibs) to 368,694 N (82,890
Ibs).
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The increased out-of-plane (OOP) retention loads, over those calculated by
BESTRAN, were related to the way in which the twisting moments were reacted
in the model. As explained in the Blade Loads section, rotations about the
pitch change axis were constrained by a fictitious torsional spring at the
center node of the BESTRANshank model. In reality, this motion was pre-
vented by the blade trunnion pin and the pitch change actuator yoke (see
Figure 3.4). As shown in Figure 3.5, the trunnion pin was offset 7.62 cm
(3.00 in) from the pitch change axis. As the blade tries to rotate about the
axis, the pin presses against the yoke and prevents a change in the blade
angle setting. The trunnion pin load was, therefore, a function of the total
twisting moment (TTM). The total twisting moment is the sum of the centrifu-
gal twisting moment (CTM), the aerodynamic twisting moment (ATM) and the
frictional twisting moments (FTM). At mid-stroke, the pin load was equal to
the TTM divided by the 7.62 cm (3.00 in) offset (see Figure 3.5). Regardless
of the blade angle setting, the trunnion pin force was always in the out-of-
plane direction. As the actuator translates fore-and-aft along the engine
centerline, the face of the yoke wear plate (see Figure 3.4) remains perpen-
dicular to the out-of-plane axis. As blade angle changes, the trunnion bear-
ing rolls across the yoke face and can only exert a force perpendicular to
this face (the OOP direction). The total out-of-plane shear force (Foop in
Figure 3.5) was, therefore, the sum of the aerodynamic shear forces (from
BESTRAN) and the pin load.
The finite element model was constrained such that all the reactions were
calculated at a common radial station. For the retention analysis, it was
assumed that this station was coincident with the bearing plane. The bearing
plane is defined as the radial location of the center of curvature of the
inner race. To simplify the input to the bearing program, the trunnion pin
force, which is not actually applied at this location, was resolved into
equivalent loads at this location. The trunnion pin reaction occurred 11.05
cm (4.35 in) below the bearing plane (see Figure 3.5). The equivalent load-
ing was an out-of-plane moment equal to 11.05 cm (4.35 in) times the pin load.
Making these adjustments for the 0.2 Mn take-off climb condition, yielded the
following results:
Centrifugal Force - Fc = 368,694 N (82,890 Ibs)
Out-of-Plane Moment - Moop = 4,178 ± 1,820 N-M (36,981 ± 16,111 in-lbs)
In-Plane Moment - Mip = 1,384 ± 2,513 N-M (12,248 + 22,251 in-lbs)
Out-of-Plane Shear - Foop = 32,341 + 4,163 N (7,271 + 936 Ibs)
In-Plane Shear - Fip = 8,638 ± 5,725 N (1,942 ± 1,287 Ibs)
12
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The retention was also analyzed at two overspeed cases, 125%overspeed and
140%overspeed. The significant loads, at these overspeeds, are dependent on
the blade angle setting at the time of the overspeed. At a very low blade
angle (approaching flat pitch), the steady and cyclic aerodynamic loads are
essentially zero. The steady and cyclic body forces are also greatly reduced
at these conditions. The retention could therefore be analyzed using only
centrifugal load.
However, the blade was analyzed for the overspeed cases at the cruise blade
angle of 57.57 degrees. At this blade angle, only the cyclic aerodynamic
forces and the cyclic body forces can be neglected. Resolving the BESTRAN
reactions into the bearing plane, using the procedure developed for the 0.2
Mn take-off climb condition, produces the following set of retention loads:
125%Overspeed -
Centrifugal Force - Fc = 576,105 N (129,520 Ibs)
Out-of-Plane Moment - Moop= 6,266 N-M (55,460 in-lbs)
In-Plane Moment - Mip =.I,537 N-M (13,606 in-lbs)
Out-of-Plane Shear - Foop = 38,902 N (8,746 lbs)
In-Plane Shear - Fip : 8,807 N (1,980 Ibs)
140%Overspeed
Centrifugal Force - Fc = 722,622 N (162,460 ]bs)
Out-of-Plane Moment- Moop = 7,730 N-M (68,423 in-lbs)
In-P]ane Moment - Mip = 1,804 N-M (15,971 in'Ibs)
Out-of-Plane Shear - Foop = 48,986 N (]I,013 Ibs)
In-Plane Shear - Fip : 10,408 N (2,340 lbs)
3.3 Actuator Loads
The pitch change actuator has two basic components, the actuator cylinder and
the actuator yoke. The yoke provides the interface between the blades and
the pitch change system. This report is only concerned with the system in-
terfaces and, as such, will address only the actuator yoke loads. The yoke
consists of essentially two items, the yoke ears, which are an integral part
of the actuator cylinder, and the wear plates which are press fit into the
- yoke ears (see Figure 3.4). These two components were analyzed separately.
The yoke ears were analyzed along with the actuator cylinder using H561, a
Hamilton Standard finite element shell of revolution program. The subsurface
octahedral shear stress in the wear plates was calculated using P248. As
explained in the following sections, the same loads were not used in these
analyses.
1.5
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3.3.1 ActuatorWear Plate Loads
For the wear plate analysis,the compressivetrunnionpin force on the actua-
tor was calculateddirectlyfrom the blade total twistingmoment (see the
Blade Retentionsection). The blade total twistingmoment (TTM) is comprised
of three individual components; the centrifugal twisting moment (CTM), the
aerodynamic twisting moment (ATM), and the frictional twisting moment (FTM).
These four twisting moments are plotted against blade angle on Figure 3.6.
All of the load components are propeller speed sensitive. For the wear plate
analysis a constant speed, 100%RPM, was assumed.
The ATM is also a function of the flight condition. For most operating con-
ditions, the Prop-Fan ATM is opposite the CTM. Only during a dive, is it
additive. Therefore, for conservatism the zero power, sea level dive condi-
tion was used in the analysis. This condition produces the highest ATM's
reacted by the actuator. These ATMvalues were supplied by the aerodynamics
group for a range of blade angle settings. The ATMcurve shown on Figure 3.6
has been multiplied by a 1.20 contingency factor.
To calculate the worst case TTM, the CTMhad to be combined with the worst
case ATM's. The CTM, at a constant propeller speed, is a function of blade
angle only. As shown on Figure 3.6, the CTMpeaks at a blade angle setting
of approximately 42 degrees. This CTMwas derived by modifying the results
of the BESTRANblade analysis at the various conditions analyzed, to subtract
out the ATMresulting from the applied airloads at each respective condi-
tion. A separate program was written to summarize the ATM at a given flight
condition. The ATMwas then subtracted from the twisting moment calculated
by BESTRAN,for the same flight condition leaving only the centrifugal com-
ponent. These CTMvalues were also multiplied by the ].20 contingency factor
and plotted on Figure 3.6.
The FTMis a function of centrifugal load and is, therefore, constant for a
given RPM. The FTMwas calculated using the following formula: FTM= 0.005
x Centrifugal Load x Bearing Pitch Dia. x 0.500. This component was not
multiplied by a contingency factor. The ATM, CTMand FTMwere added together
to y|eld the TTMcurve shown on Figure 3.6. The peak of the TTMcurve occurs
at a blade angle of approximately 44 degrees. The individual components of
the TTM, at this blade angle, were as follows
TTM= 3,556 N-M (31,474 in-lbs)
CTM= 2,500 x 1.20 : 3,000 N-M (26,556 in-lbs)
ATM: 345 x 1.20 = 414 N-M (3,662 in-lbs)
FTM= 142 N-M (1,256 in-lbs)
16
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From the TTM, the trunnion pin force, which equals the steady compressive
load on the wear plates, was calculated. As discussed in the Blade Retention
Loads section, the pin load is equal to the TTMdivided by the effective dis-
tance from the pitch change axis to the trunnion pin centerline. At mid-
stroke (blade angle = 38.5 degrees), the effective moment arm is equal to
7.62 cm (3.00 in). As the blade moves away from mid-stroke, the moment arm
decreases and the pin force increases. The moment arm is a function of the
angular change and is calculated as follows" Effective MomentArm = 7.62 cm
x Cos (38.5 - actual blade angle setting). However, for the wear plate anal-
ysis, it was assumed that the blade was at mid-stroke. This simplification
is slightly unconservative. Using the actual blade angle at the maximumTTM
(44 degrees), would decrease the moment arm to 7.58 cm (2.99 in) and increase
the pin load by less than I%.
Using the full 7.62 cm (3.00 in) moment arm, the maximumsteady load on the
wear plate was calculated as 46,704 N (10,500 Ibs). For the high-cycle
fatigue life calculation, it was assumed that the cyclic load on the actuator
was equal to 25%of the steady load or 11,676 N (2,625 Ibs). Experience has
shown this to be a conservative assumption. This appeared to be true of the
Prop-Fan blade. The cyclic pin force calculated using the BESTRANresults
was only 11%of the steady pin force, for the Take-Off Climb condition,
therefore, using 25% was conservative.
The low-cycle fatigue criteria for the Prop-Fan actuator was lO,O00 start-
stop cycles (zero load, increasing to the maximumload, returning to zero).
The loads used for the wear plate LCF analysis were assumed to be one-half
the maximumsteady load (calculated using the maximumsteady TTM), plus or
minus one-half the same load. It could be argued that the maximumwear plate
load should have been based on the maximumsteady load plus the cyclic load,
but this is unrealistic. The maximumsteady TTMused corresponds to an ex-
treme flight condition; the zero power, sea level dive condition. This con-
dition will not occur lO,O00 times during the life of the actuator. A more
realistic condition might have been the 0.2 Mn, take-off climb condition. At
this condition, the maximumtotal load (steady plus the cyclic pin !oad) is
33,955 N (7,634 lbs). The LCF load for this condition, therefore, would have
been 16,978 + 16,978 N (3,817 + 3,817 lbs). The actual load used for the
wear plate LCF analysis, 23,355 + 23,352 N (5,250 + 5,250 ]bs), was 28%
greater than this load and thus _Is very conservative. The following table
summarized the design loads for the actuator wear plates.
HCFLoad (lO 8 cycles) = 46,704 ± 11,676 N (10,500 + 2,625 Ibs)
LCF Load (5xlO 4 cycles) = 23,352 ± 23,352 N (5,250 ± 5,250 Ibs)
3.3.2 Actuator Yoke Loads
The actuator yoke was analyzed using the loads associated with the actuator
pressure spectrum instead of the loads resulting from the blade twisting
moments. The yoke was analyzed for both high and low-cycle fatigue. To
determine the steady load for the HCFanalysis, the maximumactuator
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operating pressure was used. The maximumoperating pressure is controlled by
the pressure relief valve (PRY) pressure. It was conservatively assumed that
the actuator would remain at this average pressure while undergoing lO8
cycles of lesser pressure pulsations. This situation could occur if the re-
tention had failed completely (i.e. the balls and/or races had been crushed)
and the blade was unable to change pitch. The cyclic load for the HCFanal-
ysis was assumed to be 15%of the PRVpressure. These pressures, 793 N/cm_
+ 119 n/cm2 (1,150 psi + 173 psi), were converted to actuator forces by
_ultiplying by the actuator piston area. These forces were divided by the
number of blades to get the forces per yoke ear.
The LCF actuator analysis assumed the actuator was subjected to I0,000
start-stop cycles. A start-stop cycle is defined as follows: actuator pres-
sure starts at zero, increases to the high pressure relief valve (HPRV) pres-
sure and returns to zero. This pressure, 948 N/cm2 (1375 psi), was also
converted to an actuator force using the piston area. The steady loads and
cyclic loads used in the low-cycle fatigue stress calculation were equal to
one-half the maximumload in the cycle (calculated using the HPRVpressure)
plus or minus one-half the same load.
It was intended to analyze the actuator yoke at two overspeed loads, 125% and
140_ overspeed, but these loads were not included in the actuator pressure
spectrum. However, the pressure spectrum did include an actuator proof-test
pressure which produced higher yoke loads than either overspeed cases. This
load, 102,082 N (22,950 Ibs), is 52% greater than the 125%overspeed load and
21% greater than the 140%RPMload. Clearly, if the actuator can survive the
proof-test load, it could survive either overspeed loads. The following
table summarizes the actuator yoke design loads.
HCFLoad (I0 a cycles) = 69,055 ± 10,512 N (15,525 ± 2,363 Ibs)
LCF Load (104 cycles) = 41,281 ± 41,.281 N (9,281 ± 9,281 Ibs)
Proof-Test Load (I cycle) = 102,082 N (22,950 Ibs)
3.4 Blade Trunnion Loads
The blade trunnion was designed in conjunction with the actuator wear plates,
so the same methods were used to determine the appropriate TTM's. As discus-
sed in the Actuator Loads section, the max TTMoccurred at a blade angle set-
ring of 44 degrees, but for the analysis it was assumed that the trunnion was
at mid-stroke. The loads used in the trunnion HCFand LCF analyses for this
condition, were the same as those used in the wear plate analyses.
The trunnion was also analyzed for low-cycle and high-cycle fatigue at two
additional blade angle settings, the High Speed Cruise angle, 57.57 degrees,
and the Take-Off Climb angle, 38.3 degrees. The same methods were used to
determine the maximumTTMat the appropriate blade angles. Most of the same
assumptions (i.e. cyclic portion of the HCFload equals 25%of the steady
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load and the maximum total load used in the LCF analysis equals the maximum
steady load) were used to calculate the trunnion loads. The pin loads, how-
ever, were calculated using the actual blade angles. The following table
contains the pertinent design loads for these conditions.
Condition (blade angle) HCF Loads LCF Loads "
*Max TTM (38.5 degrees) 53,376 ± 13,344 N 26,688 + 26,688 N
(12,000 ± 3,000 lbs) (6,000 _ 6,000 Ibs)
Max TTM (38.5 degrees) 46,704 ± 11,676 N 23,352 + 23,352 N
(10,500 ± 2,625 Ibs) (5,250 _ 5,250 Ibs)
Cruise (57.4 degrees) 46,254 ± 8,896 N 23,130 + 23,130N
(10,400 ± 2,000 Ibs) (5,200 T 5,200 Ibs)
Take-off (38.5 degrees) 49,818 + 12,454 N 24,909 + 24,909N
(11,200-± 2,800 Ibs) (5,600 _ 5,600 Ibs)
*Trunnion loads prior to CTM curve revision.
For the initial trunnion analysis, the steady TTM used was 4,011 N-M (35,500
in-lbs). The TTM curve was subsequently revised downward to reflect a reduc-
tion in the CTM curve, and the maximum TTM was reduced to 3,556 N-M (31,474
in-lbs). Some of the trunnion stresses were recalculated at the reduced
loads to increase the stress margins. The stresses calculated using the
overly conservative TTM curve were not re-evaluated if they resulted in ac-
ceptable stress margins.
The trunnion overspeed analyses were performed using the following loads-
67,254 N (15,120 Ibs) at 125% RPM and 84,512 N (19,000 lbs) at 140% over-
speed. The ]oads were calculated using the curves shown on Figure 3.6. At
the overspeed blade angle, 57.57 degrees, the CTM, ATM and the FTM were 2,655
N-M (23,500 in-lbs), 587 N-M (5,200 in-lbs) and 142 N-M (1,256 in-lbs) re-
spectively. These moments were increased as the square of the prop speed.
At 125% RPM the moments were multiplied by 1.563 (1.252); at 140% RPM, the
factor was 1.960 (1.40z). The overspeed twisting moments and the resultingpin forces were as follows:
Component 125% RPM 140% RPM
CTM 4,147 N-M 5,204 N-M
(36,710 in-lbs) (46,060 in-lbs)
ATM 917 N-M 1,151 N-M
(8,120 in-lbs) (10,190 in-lbs)
FTM -221 N-M -278 N-M
(-1,960 in-lbs) (-2,460 in-lbs)
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TTM 4,845 N-M 6,077 N-M
(42,890 |n-lbs) (53,790 in-lbs)
Fpin 67,254 N 84,512 N
(15,120 Ibs) (19,000 Ibs)
During an overspeed, the actuator is not required to change pitch, so the
frictional component (FTM component) reduces the total twisting moment
reacted by the trunnion pin. The FTM is, therefore, shown with a negative
sign in the table. The pin loads were determined by dividing the TTMby the
effective moment arm. The effective moment arm for both overspeed cases was
7.20 cm (2.835 in).
3.5 Hub Loads
The blade loads are transferred to the hub through the blade retention. Some
of the loads, such as the centrifugal load, are absorbed by the hub. Other
loads are transmitted through the hub tailshaft to the engine shaft. Ideal-
ly, the same loads should be used to analyze the mating components at these
interfaces, but this was not possible at the hub/blade retention interface.
The hub analysis was started long before the blade loads were finalized. The
hub spring rate was needed to determine the blade loads, so the loads used to
analyze the hub were based on preliminary calculations. The orientation of
these loads and the hub arm finite element model can be seen on Figure 3.7.
The hub was analyzed for high and low cycle fatigue at the 0.2 Mn, take-off
climb condition and for over-stressing at 140%overspeed. Only the centri-
fugal load was applied to the hub for the overspeed analysis. The following
loads were used in the hub analysis.
Centrifugal Force - Fc = 384,307 N (86,400 Ibs)
Out-of-Plane Moment - Moop= 1,349 ± 1,960 N-M (11,937 ±17,350 in-lbs)
In-Plane Moment - Mip : 1,384 ± 2,514 N-M (12,248 ± 22,251 in-lbs)
140%Overspeed - Fc = 753,224 N (169,340 Ibs)
The centrifugal load and the out-of-plane moment load above are not consis-
tent with the loads used in the retention analysis. The blade centrifugal
load, as calculated by BESTRAN,has been adjusted to include a11 the reten-
tion and pitch change hardware (see the Blade Retention Loads section). One
addition to the BESTRANcentrifugal load was the pull of the blade trunnion.
The blade trunnion weight was estimated at 37.81 N (8.50 Ibs) for the initial
centrifugal load calculation, but the final trunnion weighs only 14.10 N(3.17 Ibs). This revision, in conjunction with a minor change to the taper
bore, reduced the centrifugal load above to 368,695 N (82,890 Ibs) (see the
Blade Retention Loads summary - Section 3.2).
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On previous designs, the direction of the moment produced by the trunnion pin
force was small and opposite to that of the centrifugal restoring moment.
The net result was a reduction in the steady bending momenton the hub and
retention. Neglecting this moment usually adds conservatism to the anal-
ysis. It was erroneously assumed that the Prop-Fan blade would behave in the
same manner. However, it did not, and the pin force moment was additive.
Moreover, the magnitude of the trunnion pin force was much higher than that
. encountered on normal propellers. This occurred because the centrifugal
twisting moment for swept blades is much higher than that of straight
blades. Adding the moment due to the pin force, therefore, had a significant
impact on the OOPbending moment. As discussed in the Blade Retention Loads
section, the pin load increased the steady out-of-plane bending moment from
1,349 N-M (11,937 in-lbs) to 4,178 N-M (36,981 in-lbs). Future designs could
be improved by reversing the direction of actuation or restacking the blade
to significantly reduce this load.
Past experience has also shown that the shear loads are usually not important
in the hub analysis. However, the pin forces have never been as large as
they are on the Prop-Fan blade. Shear forces of this magnitude Foop = 32,341
± 4,163 N (7,271 ± 936 lbs) and Fip : 8,638 ± 5,725 N (1,942 ± 1,287 Ibs),
would increase the barrel arm stresses to a small extent.
If the hub stresses had not had such a significant margin of safety (see
Figure 5.2), the increase in stress due to the neglected loads could have
been a problem. The hub stresses were due primarily to the centrifugal
load. The effect of the additional steady momentwas evaluated by resolving
it into an equivalent centrifugal load, using a 2M/R distribution. 2 M/R is
a 2 ball approximation of a bearing which relates overturning moment to an
equivalent axial force. This increased the load from 384,307 N (86,400 lbs)
to *442,224 N (99,421 Ibs), [368,695 + 2(4,178-1,349) / 7.70 x I0 (2m/r
equivalent where r=7.7Ocm)] a 15% increase. The hub stress varied linearly
with load. At the most highly stressed point, the steady load could be in-
creased by 25%and still meet the infinite life stress limit. The increase
in stress due to the inclusion of the pin load was, therefore, well within
the stress limits. See Section 6.0 for a complete discussion of the system
stresses.
As anticipated, the hub stresses were low because the hub has been sized by
spring rate requirements. The spring rates were not sensitive to the magni-
tude of the applied loads, so they were not affected by the trunnion pin
load. The bending rates of seven individual components were combined as
springs in parallel to determine the total in and out-of-plane bending spring
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rates. These spring rates (see the following table), were then degraded
using empirically determined factors (0.77 in-plane and 0.89 out-of-plane) to
the values found in the Blade Loads section.
Prop-Fan Hub Spring Rates
In-Plane (x 10-6 ) Out-of-Plane (x I0 -°)
Blade 18.64 N-M/RAD 18.64 N-M/RAD
(165.0 IN-LB/RAD) (165.0 IN-LB/RAD)
Blade/Race 24.52 N-M/RAD 24.52 N-M/RAD
(217.0 IN-LB/RAD) (217.0 IN-LB/RAD)
Race 98.97 N-M/RAD 98.97 N-M/RAD
(876.0 IN-LB/RAD) (876.0 IN-LB/RAD)
Ball Bearing 3.12 N-M/RAD 3.12 N-M/RAD
(27.65 IN-LB/RAD) (27.65 IN-LB/RAD)
Barrel Arm 76.26 N-M/RAD 76.26 N-N/RAD
(675.0 IN-LB/RAD) (675.0 IN-LB/RAD)
Barrel Bridge 41.80 N-M/RAD
(370.0 IN-LB/RAD)
Barrel Rings 8.02 N-M/RAD 7.57 N-M/RAD
(71.0 IN-LB/RAD) (67.0 IN-LB/RAD)
Total 1.50 N-M/RAD 1.70 N-M/RAD
(13.27 IN-LB/RAD) (15.04 IN-LB/RAD)
Degraded 1.15 N-M/RAD 1.51 N-M/RAD
(10.22 IN-LB/RAD) (13.41 IN-LB/RAD)
3.6 Tailshaft Loads
The hub tailshaft provides the coupling between the engine shaft and the
hub. It transfers the blade thrust, torque and IP bending moment to the
shaft. The tailshaft also absorbs a portion of the centrifugal load. This
radial load is transmitted through the web connecting the tailshaft to the
barrel arms. To simulate this radial load in the finite element model, a
constant radial deflection field was applied to the web (see Figure 3.8).
Web deflections were calculated during the hub arm and bridge analysis.
Cone seats are used to lock the hub on the engine shaft. The cones eliminate
the radial and axial clearances between the shafts. This ensures the smooth
transfer of loads from the hub to the engine shaft. A large nut is threaded
on the engine shaft to provide the necessary wedging force. The nut is pre-
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loaded to maintain a tight fit at the cone seats and react the blade thrust
loads. The following loads and deflections were used for the 0.20 Mn, take-
off climb condition (see Figure 3.8 for the proper load orientation).
Blade Thrust = 32,995 N (7,418 Ibs)
Shaft Torque = 25,159 N-M (222,700 in-lbs)
IP Shaft Moment = 8,643 N-M (76,500 in-lbs)
WebRadial Deflection = 0.0036 cm (0.0014 in)
Preload : 298,906 N (67,200 ]bs)
These loads were supplied by a number of sources. The blade thrust and tor-
que loads were supplied by the Aerodynamics group. The Prop-Fan thrust and
torque loads were approximately equal to the thrust and torque produced by
the 54460 propeller. The 54460 is an existing Hamilton Standard propeller
that has been in service for many years. Because of the similarities in the
loads, the Prop-Fan tailshaft was made identical to the 54460 tailshaft. The
shaft nut preload used in the analysis was also equal to the 54460 load. The
IP shaft momentwas calculated by the vibrations analysis group and was ap-
proximately one-half of the 54460 shaft moment. This is mostly due to the
smaller diameter of the Prop-Fan, 9 ft. vs. 13.5 ft., and the resulting smal-
ler momentarm for the cyclic loads. The ]P shaft moment reflects the dif-
ference in the aerodynamic loads caused by a non-uniform flow field such as
occurs when the prop axis is inclined during a climb condition. Flow distur-
bances can also arise from Prop-Fan installation geometry, i.e. proximity to
the fuselage, or operation in front of a swept wing. The moment is applied
as a cyclic moment because the shaft rotates in a steady moment field.
3.7 Spinner Loads
An aircraft propeller vibrates in three primary modes: (I) the whirl mode,
(2) the symmetrical mode and (3) the reactionless mode (see Figure 3.9). All
of these modes can occur in one revolution and the type of excitation that
occurs for a given P-order (integer multiple of propeller rotational speed),
is a function of the number of blades. The magnitude of the excitation is
dependent on the P-order, but the IP excitation is by far the strongest of
the excitations.
The Prop-Fan vibrations are transferred to the spinner through the spinner
bulkheads. The rear bulkhead is bolted to the aft surface of the hub arms.
A total of sixteen bolts are used: two per hub arm. Additional radial
O-rings are mounted on the ODof the actuator dome]
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The propeller vibrations excite the spinner in two important modes. The two
modes of interest are the fore-and-aft mode and the lateral mode (see Figure
3.10). The magnitudes of the spinner accelerations are dependent on the
flight condition and the mass and stiffness of the Prop-Fan/engine mounting/
wing system. Since most of these parameters were undetermined at the time of
the design, a worst case acceleration, based on experience, was chosen for
analytical purposes. Therefore, these loads cannot be compared directly to
the loads used to design the other components. The spinner was analyzed for
a lateral acceleration of 12.7 g's and a fore-and-aft acceleration of I0 g's.
The accelerations are based on previous piston engine experience. The data
collected from these tests has been degraded for turbine engine applica-
tions. The old piston engines did not run as smoothly as todays engines and
the sp|nner accelerations were produced by the engine (N-order excitations).
The Prop-Fan spinner is driven by aerodynamic or P-order excitations, which
are not as strong as the N-order excitations. Spinner acceleration data is
currently being collected for turbine engine applications now in service, and
it is expected that acceleration loads under fl|ght conditions will be lower
than those assumed for the Prop-Fan.
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4.0 FatigueA11owableMethodology
HamiltonStandard'smany years of experiencein establishingsafe unlimited
fatigueallowablesfor criticalaircraftpropellerstructuresis unsurpassed
and is directlyapplicableto Prop-Fans.
The methodologyused to establishfatiguea11owablesis illustratedin
Figures4.1 & 4.2. Propellerblades,in additionto experiencinghigh steady
centrifugaland aerodynamicloads,are subjectedto high cyclicvibratory
loadswhich are a major fatiguelife consideration. Over a billioncyclesof
significantvibratorystressduring the useful life is not uncommon. Through
experience,it was recognizedthat laboratoryfatiguespecimentest results
alone cannot provideadequatedefinitionof the fatiguestrengthof a full-
scale structure due to such things as size difference, processing variations
and hardware geometry. Hamilton Standard has conducted numerous and exten-
sive fatigue tests on full-scale propeller blades and hubs, as produced and
after various service exposure times. Blades tested have been both solid and
hollow structures encompassing metal alloys as well as fiberglass-reinforced
plastic. These test results have not only provided valuable assessments of
the fatigue strength of the specific structures being tested, but have
provided, when coupled with specimen fatigue data and service experience, an
invaluable basis for extrapolation to provide fatigue allowables for new
designs. The application of the newer fracture mechanics methodologies by
themselves can lead to unconservative fatigue allowables for unlimited life
in service environments. The hardware for this program has been designed for
unlimitedfatigue life using life allowablesdevelopedfrom this vast data
base of test and experience. Since all safetyfactorsare accountedfor in
the establishmentof the design a11owables,designerswork directlyto these
limits.
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5.0 System Stress Summary
This report is concerned primarily with the design results at the system in-
terfaces and, as such, the discussion is limited to the peak system stresses
in these areas. For a complete component stress summary, see the pertinent
design report (i.e. Blade Report, Spinner Report, etc.). Special attention
is devoted to the hub and blade retent,ion in this section, because of the in-
consistencies in the design loads at this interface.
5.1 Hub Arm Stresses
The hub arm stresses were calculated using the loads listed in the Hub Loads
section. The maximumsurface tensile stress occurred at the center of the
ball raceway (see Point A, Figure 5.1). The combined effects of the bending
moments and the centrifugal load produced a high cyclic fatigue stress of
42,400 + 8,116 N/cm2 (61,499 ± 11,772 psi) at this location. The stress at
Point A reflected the combined effects of the front ring hoop stress, the
barrel arm hoop stress and the barrel arm bending stress. As discussed in
the Hub Load section, the loads used to calculate these stresses did not ac-
count for all the forces on the barrel. Inclusion of the trunnion pin force
increased the equivalent, steady centrifugal load and consequently, the hub
arm stress by approximately 15%. The stress then becomes 48,790 ± 7,904
Nlcm2 (70,768 ± 11,464 psi). As shown on the hub GoodmanDiagram (Figure
5.2), this stress (Point A') is well below the HCFdesign limit.
The low cycle surface tensile stress at Point A' is 28,453 + 28,453 N/cm_
(41,270 + 41,270 psi). Low cycle fatigue (LCF), sometimes _eferred to as
"stop-start" cycles, is associated with alternating between an unstressed
state and the maximumstress state. For the low cycle fatigue stresses, the
steady and cyclic stresses were combined to determine the maximumtensile or
compressive stress. For LCF evaluation, the steady and cyclic stresses were
each assumed equal to half of this maximum, and were then plotted on a modi-
fied GoodmanDiagram, as shown on Figure 5.3, for comparison to the material
a11owable limits. For the low cycle fatigue conditions, each of the hub com-
ponents must withstand at least 50,000 stress cycles under this combined
stress. The fatigue life at this stress level is 220,000 cycles and is ac-
ceptable since 50,000 cycles is the required life. The 140%overspeed
stress, at Point A', Figure 5.2, is 74,961 N/cm_ (108,727 psi). i
5.2 Retention Stresses
The retention stress analysis was concerned with two types of stress (1) the
surface Hertzian contact stress at the interface of the races and balls
(Point B, Figure 5.1) and (2) the subsurface, octahedral, shear stress (Point
C, Figure 5.1). The contact stresses were evaluated on the basis of high
cycle fatigue (HCF) and low cycle fatigue (LCF). For the octahedral shear
- stresses, only the HCFportion of the analysis was of interest.
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5.2.1 HCFRetention Stresses
The HCFportion of the retention analysis included the effects of the trun-
nion force. The centrifugal load and all the steady and cyclic moments and
shear loads were also included (see the Blade Retention Loads section for the
• appropriate loads). The surface, HCF, Hertzian contact stress for the 0.2
Mn, take-off climb condition, at Point B, is 442,414 + 10,617 N/cm2
(641,700 + 15,400 psi) and, as can be seen on Figure 5.4, is within the
- infinite Tife design limit.
5.2.2 LCF Retention Stresses
All the loads used in the HCFretention stress analysis were not included in
the LCF stress calculation. The trunnion pin effects and a11 the moment and
shear loads were neglected in this portion of the analysis. The results
obtained using only the centrifugal load for the LCF calculation have, over
our fifty years of propeller experience, correlated very well with the data
collected from actual propeller service. Therefore, to be consistent with
past experience, only the centrifugal load was used. This includes some con-
servatism because the stresses reflect a worst case tolerance condition. The
LCF stress for the 0.2 Mn take-off climb condition is 206,832 + 206,832
N/cm2 (300,000 + 300,000 psi). As shown on Figure 5.5, the low cycle
fatigue life for this stress level is 10,000 cycles.
5.2.3 Overspeed Retention Stresses
The surface Hertzian contact stresses at the two overspeed cases, 125%and
140%overspeed, were evaluated for two blade angle settings. As discussed in
the Retention Load section, it was assumed that both overspeeds could occur
at either Flat Pitch or at the Design Cruise blade angle, 57.57 degrees.
Under the first assumption, only the centrifugal load was applied to the re-
tention. Under the second assumption, all the steady loads were included in
the analysis. The inner retention race stress, calculated using centrifugal
load only, is 472,266 N/cm_ (685,000 psi) at 125%Overspeed and 510,186
N/cm2 (740,000 psi) at 140%RPM. The stresses at 125%and 140%overspeed,
applying all the steady loads, were 498,207 N/cm2 (722, 625 psi) and
530,069 N/cmz (768,840 psi), respectively. These stresses are shown on
Figure 5.4.
5.2.4 Retention Octahedral Subsurface Shear Stresses
The octahedral subsurface shear stress calculation was most important on the
integral barrel race (Point C, Figure 5.1). This area of the barrel is car-
burized. The resultingincreasein hardnessand strengthis a functionof
the depth measuredfrom the race surface,and resultsin essentiallythree
hardnesszones (see inserton Figure 5.6). Zone A extendsfrom the surface
to a minimumdepth of 0.104 cm (0.041in), with a minimumhardnessof 59
HRC. Zone B, 50 HRC min., extendsto a minimumdepth of 0.203 cm (0.080
in.). The core hardnessis that of the parentmaterial,34 HRC min. The
subsurfaceshear stresswas calculatedat each hardnesszone.
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Figure5.6 shows the resultsof these calculations. The lO8 cycles line
for 34 - 44 HRC, representsthe allowablefor the core material. To meet
this design limit, the carburizedregionmust penetrateto approximately
0.297 cm (O.ll7in). The 50 HRC zone, Zone B, is guaranteedto a depth of
0.203 cm (0.080 in), but may extend to 0.254 cm (O.lO0 in). The transition
zone betweenZone B and the core will be approximately0.I02 cm (0.040 in)
deep. The core will, therefore,begin below the cross over shownon Figure
5.6, at a depth between0.305 cm (0.120 in) and 0.356 cm (0.140 in). The
stresscalculatedat 0.297 cm (O.ll7 in) is 40,846 + 2,437 N/cm2 (59,245+
3.535 psi). - -
Therefore,the octahedral,subsurfaceshear stressesare acceptablein all
respectivehardnesszones.
5.3 Blade Trunnion Stresses
The highestblade trunnionstressesare shown on Figures5.7 - 5.10. The
maximumHCF stress (see Figure5.7) is below the infinitelife, unpeenedal-
lowablefor AMS 6415 steel. This stress,42,401+ 16,030N/cm2 (61,500+
25,350 psi),occurredat sectionG-G (see Figure5.8). The other HCF trun-
nion stressshown,42,866 + 16,064N/cm2 (62,175+ 23,300 psi) occurred in
the trunnionpin fillet raaius,point I on Figure-5.9. The trunnion is
peened in this area and could be comparedagainsta higher a11owablethan
that shownon Figure5.7. Both stressesreflectedthe appropriatestress
concentrationfactors in fatigue,Kf, and were within the HCF design
limit. The maximum low cycle fatiguestress is 29,939 + 29,939 N/cm_
(43,425± 43,425 psi) for an adequatefatiguelifeof ITS,000cycles (see
Figure5.10).
The blade trunnionoverspeedstressesare also shown on Figure5.9. The 125%
overspeed stress includes a K_ of 1.65, for a maximum stress of 110,264
N/cmz (159,932psi). The 140% RPM stress is 83,945N/cmZ (121,757psi).
This stressdoes not reflectthe stressconcentrationfactor.
5.4 Actuator Stresses
The pertinentactuatorstressesoccurredat the yoke fillet radius (Point I
on Figure5.8) and in the roller wear plate (PointJ). The fillet stresswas
primarilya tensilebendingstress,while the wear plate was an octahedral
subsurfaceshear stress. The HCF stress in the fillet area is 56,534 +
12,410N/cm2 (82,000+ 18,000psi) and the LCF stress is 34,472 + 34,472
N/cm2 (50,000+ 50,000psi). The HCF and LCF stressesare shown-onFigures
5.9 and 5.10, _espectively. The appropriateKf values have been appliedto
these stresses. The HCF stresswas below the infinitelife a11owable. The
fatiguelifefor this LCF stress level is 76,000cycles,which is greater
than the 50,000cycle requirement. As discussedin the Actuator Loads sec-
tion, the actuatortrunnionwas also analyzedat the proof-testload, which
was more conservativethan eitheroverspeedload. The trunnionfillet
stress,at this load, is 82,733 N/cmz (120,000psi) and is also shown on
Figure5.9.
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The wear plate, HCF, octahedral subsurface shear stress is 51,708 ± 7583
N/cm2 (75,000 + 11,000 psi) at the minimum case depth of 0.203 cm (0.080
in). The shea_ infinite life allowable for this material, AMS6265, is shown
on Figure 5.6. The stress at the minimum case depth is within the design
limit for the hardness specified at this depth. The LCF shear stress at
Point J is 25,852 + 25,852 N/cmz (37,500 ± 37,500 psi) for a fatigue life
greater than the lO,O00 cycle requirement.
- 5.5 Tailshaft Stresses
The tailshaft stresses are shown along with the other hub stresses on Figures
5.2 and 5.3. The stress at point D (Figure 5.1) was a hoop tensile stress.
This stress, 19,994 ± 34 Nlcm2 (29,000 ± 50 psi), was produced by the high
preload on the cone seats. The stresses at Point E and Point F, 6,688 ±
12,893 Nlcm2 (9,700 + 18,700 psi) and 207 + 13,651Nlcm 2 (300 + 19,800
psi) respectively, aye primarily bending stresses. The max LCF stress occur-
red at point E and is shown on Figure 5.3. The stress is 9,790 ± 9,790
N/cm2 (14,200 + 14,200 psi) for a LCF life greater than IOs cycles. This
life is more than adequate since the life requirement is 50,000 cycles. The
appropriate Kf values were applied to all these stresses. The location of
the points of interest can be found on Figure 5.1.
5.6 Spinner Stresses
The spinner stresses for both the fore-and-aft mode and the lateral mode are
very low. The max steady stress occurred in the spinner platforms (see
Figure 5.11) at I00% speed with a IOg fore-and-aft acceleration. The stress
at this condition is 2,685 + 345 N/cm_ (3,894 + 500 psi). The maximum
cyclic stress, 1,151 N/cm2 (1,670 psi) occurs Tn the aft bulkhead where the
steady stress is 834 N/cm2 (1,210 psi). These stresses correspond to a
lateral, 12.7g acceleration at 1460 rpm. The stresses for all the spinner
components at these two conditions can be seen on Figures 5.11 and 5.12.
These stresses are acceptable since they are well below the design allowables.
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6.0 Comparison of Final Design to Design Specifications
The following section compares the final system to the internally generated
Design Specifications (reference document 267X - I; Design Requirements For
SR-7L Propeller; revised 4-11-83). Only those sections where the specifi.c
" component design requirements (Section 5.0 of document 267X - I) were not
met, will be discussed.
6.1 Blade Requirements (Section 5.1)
Several requirements stated in this section were not fully satisfied. The
first area of concern was the stall flutter analysis (Section 5.1.4). The
stall flutter parameter was quoted in terms of blade angle. Stall flutter
sometimes occurs as power is increased, which corresponds to increasing blade
angle. The design condition in question was the static thrust condition
where the blade angle setting is 33° . The flutter blade angle as predicted
by a semi-empirical analysis method developed at Hamilton Standard was only
31 degrees (see Figure 6.1), indicating that the Prop-Fan could not develop
the required power before onset of flutter. However, a second purely empiri-
cal method for predicting flutter (the Steinman Analysis), shown in Figure
6.2, indicated that the stall flutter parameter, +1.35, was well above the
flutter region and no flutter will occur at 33° so that the required power
can be developed. The two predictions were inconsistent and inconclusive.
There has been no experimental verification of the first method and the
Steinman Analysis is based entirely on straight blades, so the final determi-
nation will have to be made through testing. Flutter tendencies subside as
forward speed increases so that this situation should not pose a problem to
the Prop-Fan test program.
The next area of concern deals with the Blade Critical Speed Margins (Section
5.1.5). For a 2P excitation, the ground operation margin should be 20%, but
for the 0.2 Mn, take-off climb condition it was only 19%. The other design
case that violates the critical speed margin requirements was the 100% speed
design cruise. The 3P excitation should have a 7.5% margin, but the margin
was only 5.7% for this case. These frequencies and the margin violations are
shown on Figure 6.3.
6.2 DisclRetention Requirements (Section 5.2)
The problem areas in this segment of the propeller system are the retention
races. The Design Specifications document states that the steady stress at
125%overspeed must be below the 0.2% yield strength and the 140%overspeed
stress must be below the ultimate strength. Under either assumption (centri-
fugal load only or all steady loads applied), the 125%overspeed stresses did
not meet this criteria. Under the first assumption the 140%RPMcriteria was
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met. However, the 140%overspeed stress with all steady loads applied, ex-
ceeds the ultimate strength. Furthermore, the LCF life of the races did not
meet the design specification for the 0.2 Mn take-off climb condition. Sec-
tion 5.2.6 of the Design Specification requires 50,000 cycles, but the calcu-
latedlife of the races is only I0,000 cycles. Although the retention did
' not meet the 50,000 cycle LCF requirement, the design is adequate for the
Prop-Fan program. These components are either repairable or replaceable.
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7.0 Hardware Compatibility
The first step in the Design/Drafting loop is the creation of the layouts.
As the designers created their layouts, they communicated amongst themselves
to define the system interfaces and envelopes. Nhen the layout is complete,
- it is put through a series of design reviews. After receiving final approv-
al, the layout is sent to drafting. The layout is the vehicle used to for-
mally communicate design requirements to drafting.
Drafting takes the layout and creates the detail drawings. If a problem
arises, drafting works with design to resolve the problem without compromis-
ing the design. Before the drawing is released, it is checked to ensure that
all the design requirements have been satisfied and that the proper fits and
clearances have been maintained. If the adjacent hardware has not been de-
tailed, a Cavity Sketch Layout (CSL) is created to define the mating inter-
faces and the checking is then completed. The detail drawings are thoroughly
reviewed again and signed by design, drafting, materials and project engi-
neering. As a final check, a system assembly layout is created. Special at-
tention is devoted to all system interfaces.
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8.0 FailureMode and EffectsAnalysis
The FailureMode and EffectsAnalysis (FMEA)that followswas used by
HamiltonStandardto evaluatethe potentialreliabilityof the Large-Scale
AdvancedProp-Fan (LAP).
The primaryobjectiveof this "functional"FMEA was to highlightcritical
failureareas so that susceptibilityto such failurescould be removedfrom
the systemduring the designphase. In this analysis,each potentialfunc-
tional failurewas consideredin lightof the probabilityof occurrenceand
evaluatedas to the probableeffecton safetyand missionsuccess.
Since the LAP is a researchand developmentunit to explorethe structural
and acousticcharacteristicsof highly loaded,thin, swept blades at high
Mach numbers,the philosophywas to have failuresin the actuationsystem
result in either blade pitch lock or feather.
The conclusionsreachedare based upon experiencewith similarproducts.
Representativesfrom the reliability,design and projectfunctionshave
reviewedthis FMEA and concurthat it properlydescribesthe LAP at this
stageof development.
The opinionsexpressedin this FMEA/FHArepresentbest estimatesbased on in-
formationpresentlyknown to HamiltonStandard. HamiltonStandardreserves
the right to revise such estimates as additional information becomes avail-
able.
This analysis shall not be construed as a warranty or guarantee of the equip-
ment described nor constitute the basis of liability to Hamilton Standard in
contract or otherwise.
In the FMEAthe definition of "Hazard Category" and "Hazard Probability" were
taken from MIL-STD-1629A and are listed below for reference.
HazardCategory:
CategoryI - Catastrophic- A failurewhich may cause death or system loss
(i.e.,aircraft,missile,ship, etc.)
CategoryII - Critical- A failurewhich may cause severeinjury,major prop-
erty damage,or major systemdamage which will result in mission loss.
CategoryIII- Marginal- A failurewhich may cause minor injury,minor prop-
" erty damage,or minor systemdamagewhich will result in delay or loss of
availabilityor missiondegradation.
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Category IV - Minor - A failure not serious enough to cause injury, property
damage, or system damage, but which will result in unscheduled maintenance or
repair.
Hazard Probability:
Level A - Frequent. A high probability of occurrence during the item operat-
ing time interva]. High probability may be defined as a single failure mode
probability greater than 0.20 of the overall probability of failure during
the item operating time interval.
Level B - Reasonably Probable. A moderate probability of occurrence during
the item operating time interval. Probable may be defined as a single fail-
ure mode probability of occurrence which is more than O.lO but less than 0.20
of the overall probability of failure during the item operating time.
Level C - Occasional. An occasional probability of occurrence during item
operating time interval. Occasional probability may be defined as a single
failure mode probability of occurrence which is more than O.Ol but less than
0.I0 of the overall probability of failure during the item operating time.
Level D - Remote. An unlikely probability of occurrence during item operat-
ing time interval. Remote probability may be defined as a single failure
mode probability of occurrence which is more than O.OOl but less than 0.01 of
the overall probability of failure during the item operating time.
Level E - Extremely Unlikely. A failure whose probability of occurrence is
essentially zero during item operating time interval. Extremely unlikely may
be defined as a single failure mode probability of occurrence which is less
than 0.001 of the overall probability of failure during the item operating
t_me.
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1.0 Haln Pump Low or NO PumpOutput Supply Pressure decreases, Plain and Standby Regulating Valve shift• IV C A Standby Pump provides operating pressure In the event
to maintain supply pressure. Standby Pump Check Valve open•. Syst_ of • Main pump fal lure.
continues to function normally on Standby Pump. Maxlmul sloe rate of
propeller Is reduced, Response to transient• may be slowed, Control
operating temperature Increases sl Ightly.
2.0 Standby Pump Lov or No PumpOutput Syst_ continues lo functlon nprmally on Haln Pump. Lov output from IV C In the event of a Maln and Standby Pump failure, the
Standby Pump causes flow s.ltch to close Illuminating I warning propeller can be feathered by the Auxlllary Pump_hlch
light, Haxlmum slew rate of propeller Is reduced. Response to Is actuated by the airframe mounted _rgency 1esther
trsnslents may be slowed, button.
3.0 Scavenge Pump Low or NO Output Nor•el ol I leakage or drainage collectln 9 In Ahaospherlc Sump wll I IV C
not be returned to Pressurized Sump. Sumppressurlsetlon .Ill be
lost. Main or Standby Pumpcavitation I1 possible. Maximum slav
rate o1 propeller Is reduced. Response to transients may be slowed.
If total loss of Supply oll occurs, propeller will pltchlock.
4.0 Auxiliary Pump Lov or NO PumpOutput Loss Of ground handling capability. No feather capability In case o| IV D
JOSSof primary hydraulics.
_.0 Auxiliary Scavenge Pump Lay or No Pump Output Sumpcannot be pressurized 1or ground handling operations. Normal IV D
oll leakage or drainage will not be returned to the pressurized
sump. Auxiliary Pump cavitation Is possible. No feather capability
In case of loss of primary hydraulics.
6.0 Auxiliary Hotor No or Lay Torque Output LIl_le or no Auxiliary Pump output. Little or no Auxiliary So•verGe IV C
PumpOUtput. Loss of ground handling capability. NO feather
capability In case of loss of primary hydraulics.
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7.0 SumpRelief Valve Valve falls open Sumppressurization Is lost. Haln and Standby Pump cavitation Is IV D
possible. Maximum ale* rate of propeller Is reduced. Response to
transients may be slo_ed.
Valve falls closed Sump and ectuitor pressure Increases. Seal or sump failure accura. Ill E The Sump Relief Valve Is • ball type check valve. A
System pressure Is lost. Propeller pltchlocks, failure of this type Is considered extrmly unlikely.
System pressure acts to open valve.
8.0 Main Pump CheCk Valve Valve tel Is closed Main Pump pressure Increases. Main Pump or seal failure occurs. IV £ System pressure acts to open valve. This type of
fill lure Is considered extremely unlikely.
O_
Valve falls open Operation other than feather, system operates normally, ground IV D
handling and Auxiliary Pump feattmrlng capability Is lost.
9.0 Standby Pu_p Valve fal Is closed Standby Pump pressure Increases. Standby Pump or seal failure accura. IV [ System pressure acts In • direction to open the valve.
Check Valve This type of failure Is considered extremely unllkely.
Valve fal Is open Operation other than feather, system operates normally. Ground IV D
handling and Auxiliary Pump feathering capability Is lost. Standby
Pump operating temperature Increases.
10.0 Auxiliary Pump Valve falls close</ Auxiliary Pumpcannot supply oll to pitch change _tuator for ground IV F Auxiliary pump pressure _<:ti to open valve.
Chock Valve handling Operations or feathering, Propeller may still be feathered
_lth prl®ary hydraulics,
Valve ram Is open Supply pressure #eaks 1o drain. Maximum sin* rate of propeller Is IV D
reduced. Response to transients may be slowed. Propel lot may
pltchlack.
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II.0 Auxiliary Scavenge Valve tel Is closed Auxiliary Scavenge pump pressure Increases, Auxiliary Scavenge Pump IV IF Auxiliary Scavenge Pump pressure acts In I direction to
Pump Check Valve or seal failure Occurs. open the valve. The Auxiliary Scavenge pump Check Valve
Is a bell type check valve. This type of failure Is
considered extremely unlikely.
Valve fails open Sump pressurization Is lost. Cavitation of Haln, Standbyj or IV D
Auxiliary Pump Is possible.
_O 12.0 High Pressure Valve tel Is open Maximum slew rate of propel ler Is reduced. Response to IV D
Relief Valve transients nay be slaved.
Valve fal Is closed Operation other then feather; System operates nonRally. Ill E The High Pressure Relief Valve acts as a b_ckup pressure
regulating device for the Maln and Standby Regulating
Valve.
Feather Operation: Syste_ experiences abnormally high pressures. I IS E propeller Just continue to rotate after feather position
Seal or structural damage Is possible. Is resched for tel lure to Occur. A fal lure of this type
Is €o_sldered unlikely.
I).0 Haln Filter Filter clogs Filter Bypass Valve opens. Control continues to function on III " n All critical do_nstrem components have Individual
unfiltered o11. screens of finer mesh than that used In the Main
Filter- Additionally. the pumps are equipped vlth Inlet
screens,
14.0 Standby Filter Filter clogs Filter Bypass Valve opens. Control continues to function on Ill D All critical dovnstrea_components have Individual
unfiltered o11. screens of finer mesh than that used In the Standby
Filter.
15.0 Filter Bypass Valve Valve falls closed If filters ere clear: No effect on system. IV [
If filters are clogged: Pump damage or structural failure Is
possible.
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16.0 Heat Exchanger Valve falls open Propeller oll temperature Increases. Seal and bearing degradation Ill O
Bypass Valve possible, Potential Transfer Bearing seizure. Propeller may
pltchlock or feJther dependent upon bearing damage location,
Yaive fal Is closed If extreme lay oil temperatures exist, excessive flay restriction In IV £ The systerl viii operate at the High Pressure Relief
the heat exchanger can occur.Supply pressure I_reases until High Valve setting. As oll temperature Iocreases, it
Pressure Relief Valve opens, vl II begin to flow throcgh heat exchanger. Supply
pressure Is J_nltored for failure detection.
17.0 OeJta Upstream orifice clogs Supply pressure decreases, Propeller plt_:hlocks, iV D The system Is equipped with I Main and Standby filter.
Pressure Valve (P supply) In addition, the orifices have their own screens.
Oovnstre_ orifice clogs Backup pressure Increases. Main and Standby Regulating Valve shifts IV D The system la equipped with a Main and Standby filter.
(P drain) to bypass less fla.. Supply pressure Increases until High PressurQ In addition, the orifices have their ova screens. The
Relief Valve opens, ayste_ulll operate at the High Pressure Relief Valve
setting. Supply pressure Is atonltorod for failure
detection.
18.0 Main and Standby Seized [No Supply pressure bypass System pressure Increases to cracking pressure of High Pressure IV C The system viii operate at the High Pressure Relief
Regulating Valve position) Relief Valve. Valve sat_lng,
Seized (Supply pressure bypass Main and Standby Pump output Is bypassed to drain. Propeller ulll IV C
position) plfchlock.
Ig.0 Servo Governor Valve seizes In Increase pitch position Propeller viii feather. IV E This Is a rotating _lve and thus a seizure Is extremely
or Speeder Sprlng/Spe_d Set Linkage unlikely. The linkage and spring are conservatively
failure causes valve to gO to designed.
Increase pitch position,
Valve seizes In decrease pitch position Blade pitch moves to decrease pll_:h position. Propel let overspeeds. IV E This Is a rotating valve and thus a seizure Is extr_ly
or loss of fly velghts or Governer drive, unlikely. The aircraft supplied electrical overspeed
governor viii activate the Feather Solenoid and maintain
RPH at overspeed set_lng. PI lot may feather the
prope I Ier.
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20.0 Feathering Solenoid Solenoid will not actuate open Feather valve all I not move to feather position hydraulically. IV C Propeller can be moved to the feather position manually
via the feather cam.
Solenoid will not actuate closed Propeller cannot be moved from the feather position. No ulnclall I IV C System pressure acts to close the solenoid valve.
start possible.
Solenoid leaks to Atmospheric lump Pitch change el I at supply pressure leaks to Atmospheric Sump. If IV C
leakage It slight, no effect on system. If leakage I$ severe,
maxllum slew rate of propeller Is reduced. Response to transients
lay be slaved.
21.0 Feather Valve Seized (Unfeathered Position) Main Pump o_tput €o_ltlnues to flow to Serve Governor. Standby pulp II D
output continues to flow to Main and Standby Regulating Valve.
Constant speed governing continues. Propeller cannot be feathered.
Seized (Feathered Position) Inability to unfeather propeller for vlndmlll start. Ill O
MeChanical linkage broken/Jammed Propeller cannot be feathered manually. Ill D propeller may still be feathered by _ctuatlng the
Feather Solenoid.
22.0 Atmospheric Breather Total €logging Front and Rear LIp Seal failure due to high pressure possible. IV O
Propeller may pltchlock.
23.0 Seals Overboard seal leakage If leakage Is severe, propeller ,Ill plt_:hlock. IV O Leakage will be visible during normal walk around
• check,
Pressurized Sumpto Atmospheric Sumppressurization Is lost. Main and Standby pump cavitation Is IV O
Suaveleakage, possible. Maximum slew rate of propeller Is reduced. Response to
transients may be slaved.
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2}.0 Seals (€ontld) Supply or Standby lieu to either Maximum lieu rite of propeller Is reduced. Response tO IV D Syste== Supply pressure In monitored.
Pressurized or Ataospherlc lump. transients may be sto_ed. If leaka_ Is severej supply pressure viii
decrease and propeller mey plth;hlock.
Supply Pressure leeks to Governor If leakage Is liner; maximum slew rate of propeller Is reduced. IV D The aircraft supplied electrical overspeed governor vl II
Hetered Pressure. Shift In operating RPI4 occurs. Response to transients may be activate feather solenoid and maintain RPH it overspend
slowed. If leakage Is severe: blade pitch moves to decrease pitch seMIng. PI lot nay feather the propeller. Whore
position. The propeller overspeeds, probability Is higher (I.e. dyn¢,=lc seals) Supply and
_tered pressure are separated by drain pressure.
Metered Pressure leaks to drain If leakage Is excessive, the propeller will feather. Shift In IV O
operating RPM Occurs. Response to transients may be slowed.
Supply Pressure leeks to Oelta P valve Haln and Standby Regulating Valve function Is lost. Syst_ continues IV O
signal to fun_:tlon n_ally on the High Pressure Relief Valve.
24.0 Delta Pressure Valve Seizes (Supply Pressure ported Pilfered pressure rises to Supply pressure. Propeller oversp_KIs. IV D Volvo generates sufficient force to overtone) 20 Ibs of
Regulating Valve 1o 14eternal Pressure) reslit0nce. The al_reft supplied electrical overspend
governor wl )I activate feather solenoid and maintain RPH
at ovorspeed seHIng. Pilot nay feather the propeller.
Volvo Seizes (Hetered Pressure ported Metered pressure Is ported to sua_. Serve moves to Ir_rense pitch. IV D
to Sump)
Volvo seizes In null position Excessive forces are applied to the actuator Ilnkege. Ill [
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I i pART C_ AESEH_Y I I I HAZ. I HAZ.I
I ITEH I DESQ:_IPTION J MODEOF FAILURE J EFFECTOF FAILURE ON THE SVST'r.N ' J CM.I pRC6.1 REH/_S I
I I I I I I I I
25.0 Actuator Valve Valve seizes In nul I position Actuator Valve and pitch change actuator remain In position at time IV D
of failure. Propeller remains In fixed position.
Valve seizes In position other than null Actuator moves In direction of last called for signal until valve III D Very large actuator force Is available to move /V:tuntor
moves or actuator linkage failure occurs. If failure Is In decrease Valve.
pitch dlrectloni propeller viii pltchlnck. If /allure Is In
Increase pitch direction: propeller viii feather.
26.0 Ballscrev/gulll Shaft Ballscrew/Qulll Shaft falls open Serve output does not drive Actuator Valve. Dependent upon vibration I11 D Actuator Valve seal friction _:ts lo hold valve In
-..1 levels, and friction, Actuator Valve may move to increase pitch, position. Propeller speed Is controllable by reduction
decrease pitch, or nul I position. It Increase or decrease direction, 'In ongloe paver level and aircrnft speed.
blade angle changes slovly. The blade angle Is limited by the low
pitch stop In the decrease pitch direction.
27.0 Pltchinck Stray Pltchlock Sere. fails open Serve _put does not drive Actuator Valve. _endent upon vibration IV E There Is a high probablllt y of loads overcoming valve
levels, and friction. Actuator Valve may move to Increase pitch, seal friction. Propeller speed Is controllable by
decrease pitch, or nul I position, if Increase or decrease dlrnctlon, reduction In engine paver level and alrcrnft speed.
blade angle changes slowly. The blade angle Is limited by the low
pitch atop In the decrease pltch dtrectlon.
2B.0 Actuator Valve Drive Actuator Valve drive rod falls open Serve output does not drive Actuator Valve. Dependent upon vibration IV E There Is a Ice probability of loads overcoming /_ctuator
Rod levels, and friction, Actuator Valve lay move to Increase pitch, Valve seal friction. Propeller speed Is controllable by
decrease pitch, or null position, if Increase or decrease direction, reduction In englr4 pacer level and aircraft speed.
blade angle changes sicely. The blade angle Is limited by the low
pitch stop In the dncreasa pitch direction.
29.0 Serve Seizes Serve becomes locked In position. Propeller viii remain fixed in IV O
position at time of failure.
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I I PART OR _SD4BLy I I I HAZ, I HAZ.I
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I | I I I I I I
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30.0 Pitch Control Actuator Actuator sehes Actuator rmahs fixed In position at time of failure. No pitch IV D
change possible° propeller reemlns at fixed pitch.
Fails open Propeller goes to low pitch. Propeller overspeeds, blade angle Is II E Pitch Control Actuator Is designed as • primary structure
uncontrollable, end as such0 this failure Is considered unlikely.
31.0 Anti-torque Quill Foils open Actuator vii I rotate with respect 1o blade trunlon$ untl I bl_s II E Pitch Control Actuator It designed as a prl=ary structure
disengage. Propeller overspee<ls, blade angle h uncontrollable, and as such. this failure is considered unlikely.
GO
32.0 Dome/Actuator Fal IS open (loss of Barrel Loss of lubrlc|tlng oli for balI-Krev bearings, trunlon rollers, IV E External leakage Is visually detected on nonuoI yolk
lubricating el I) end sliding €omponents. Wear Increases. arOUnd check.
33.0 Seals end Supply to Governor Metered Propeller goes to decrease pitch. II E All dynamic seals for Supply to Governor 14etered
Transfer Tubes Pressure leakage Propeller wll| overspeed, pressure are separated by drain pressure. The aircraft
supplied eluctrlcal overspeed governor viii _:tlvate
feather solenoid and maintain RPH at overspeed setting.
PI lot may feather the propeller.
Governor Hetered Pressure to Shift In operating RPt4_curs. 14oxlmumsleu rote of propeller IV C
Pressurized SLm_oleakage Is reduced. Response to transients may be slaved. If le0kage
1$ severe, propel ler ull I feather.
Actuator Metered Pressure Maximum slew rate of propeller Is reduced. Response to IV C
leaks high to Io, transients may be ,1o,_ If leakage Is severe, propeller ulll
pI tchluck.
Any leakage to Barrel cavity Maximum slav rate of propeller may be reduced. Response to IV C Oil level In Barrel and Control should be checked
transients may he slowed. If leakage Is severe, control may run dry. periodically.
propeller ulII pltchlock. Barrel pressure Increases vith blade seal
leakage possible.
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34.0 Transfer Bearing Seizure (Supply Pressure leaks to drain) Naxlmua slew rate of propeller Is reduced. Response to transients IV C
may be reduced.
Seizure (Supply Pressure leaks to Propeller moves toward decreased pitch. Propeller rpm increases. IV C propeller speed Is controllable by reduction In engine
Netered Pressure) power love( and aircraft speed. Propeller may be
feathered by the feather valve.
Seizure (Net=rod Pressure leaks Propel ler feathers i Y C
to drain)
_O
"_ 35.0 Barrel Free;turn (cracks through the wail) Loss of blade retention and trunlon lubricating oil II [ Barrel's designed is • primary structure and =s such
this failure ', considered unlikely. External leakage
will be visible during nor=el walk =round check.
36.0 Blade Retention Fracture of Balis/RDces N_ximum =lee rate of propeller ms reduce. Response to Ill E
Or Spal ling transients may be slowed.
37.0 Trunlon Fracture NO response to pitch change II_uis for affected blade. I II E Remaining blades viii respond to pitch change inputs.
38.O Propel let Blsde Sap=ration of shell LOSS o1 blade performance. Ill E Propeller €an be moved to the feather position.
Spar separation Loss of blBde retention end trunlon lubricating oil. II E Blade Spar ms designed as = prlee structure and is such
this failure Is considered unlikely.

NASACR-174789
9.0 Conclusion
The main purpose of this report is to review the loads and stresses at the
system interfaces. As explained in the introduction, someof the loads used
to size the component interfaces were "best estimates" based on preliminary
. analysis and previous experience. Someof the estimated loads used in the
analysis were higher than the final loads, while other estimates were lower.
Nhere the final loads were lower, the stress analysis was conservative and
- there is, obviously, no problem. Where the final loads were greater than the
estimated loads, the re-evaluated stresses still indicated that all the sys-
tem components have adequate life for the program. The retention components
that do not meet the LCF requirements or the overspeed requirements, are
either repairable or replaceable.
This report also reviews the coordination efforts performed to confirm that
the system interfaces are dimensionally compatible. The designers provided
an early check in the layout phase that was verified in the detailing and
checking phases. At the time this report was being written, the final system
assembly drawing was in process; no dimensional problems (fits, clearances
etc.) had been found to date.
In evaluating the results of the design, it is important to remember the in-
tent of the program. The 9 ft. diameter Prop-Fan was designed to demonstrate
the feasibility of a large scale (nearly full size) Prop Fan. It was intend-
ed to show that the shape of the earlier model blades could be scaled up to
meet the performance requirements while still meeting stability and stress
requirements. The highlights of the component design interface reviewed
above indicate that the Prop-Fan final design will meet the objectives.
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10.0 APPENDIX
" 10.1 Design Requirements for SR-71 Propeller; 267X-1
DESIGNREQUI_
FOR
SR-7L PROPELLER
267X-I
May 6, 1983
Revised12-I-83
Rev±sed4-I1-84
Preparedby: ....
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i.0 INTRO_ION
In recent years, considerable attention has been directed toward reducing
aircraft fuel consumption. Studies have shown that the inherent efficiency
bop op_l ......_...._'-_--_ at 0 _= w_ _,advantagethatfur topp_ sion=i_= .=_ .....................
now be extendedto thehighercruisespeedsof today'sturbofanpoweredair-
craft.To achievethisgoal,propellerdesignsrequireadvancemen'assuch
as thinhigh-speedairfoilsandaerodynamicsweep.
A seriesof _nall-scale(24.5inchdiameter)modeltestshavebeenconducted
in bothUTRCandNASAwindtunnelsandon a modifiedNASAairplane.Thesetests
haveshownthatpropellerswith8-10sweptblades,hightips_._edsandhigh
powerloadingscanofferincreasedfuelefficienciesat speedsup to 0.8Mn.
Thenextlogicalstepis to testthisadvancedpropellerconcept(Prop-Fan)in
a largerscale.
NASAcontractNAS3-22394(PropellerBladeStructureDesignStudy)covers
thedetaildesign(thrulayout)of a large-scaleblade(SR-7L)and a preliminary
designof a Prop-Fansuitableforflighttestin a futureprogram.NASAcontract
NAS3-23051(Large-ScaleAdvancedProp-FanProgram)coversthedetailingof the
large-scaleblade,completionof thedesignof theProp-Fan,fabricationof
hardwareandtestingof theisolatedasseablyatWrightFieldand in the_Ddane
windtunnnelinFrance.The hardwarewill thenbe usedin a follow-onprogram
whereit willbe runwithan engineon a staticteststand,in a lowspeedwind
• tunnelandon a researchaircraft.
Thisdoc_nentsetsforththerequirementsforthedesignof theSR-7LProp-Fan.
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l.! scope
ThisspecificationdefinestherequirementsforthetestbedProp-Fansystem
(SR-7L)fortheLarge-ScaleAdvancedProp-Fanprogram(LAP).
1.2 Classification
The testbedProp-Fanshallconsistof blades,disc/retention,actuator,
trunnion,constantspeedcontrol,and spinner.Theassemblyshallmounton a
60Asplineshaft. It is intendedfortestingat WrightFieldandin a highspeed
windtunnelon poweredtestrigs. It willalsobe testedstatically,ina low
speedwindtunnelandon a testbedairplanewithan engine.
1.3 Features
o Constantspeed governing
o Mechanicalin-placepitchlock(14SFtype)
o Feathervia mechanicalinputsignal
o Feat.hervia electricalinput signal
o Groundadjustablelow pitch stop
o Fixed angle reversecapability
o Electricalaux feather/unfeathermotor
o Instrumentationslipring
o Singlelever input
o Individua!replacementof blades
o Aerodynamicspinner
2.0 APPLICABLE
2.1 HS Proposal81A12
2.2 IAP ProgramPlan
2.3 LAPWorkPlan
2.4 MIL-STD-810C
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2.5 MIL-H-5606
2.6 L-14325-Iand -2 Prop-Fanconcept
2.7 DesignRequirementsfor AdvancedTurbopropBlades (SR-7)dated February1983
• 2.8 MIL-P-26366(vibrationenvironment)
2.9 FAR-25 (deicing)
• 2.10FAR AdvisoryCircular33-1Bdated 4/22/70 (FOD)
3.0 PROPELIZRDESCRIPTION
3.1 General-- This sectiondefinesthe generalrequirementsfor the SR-7LProp-Fan.
3.2 Description
Type: Tractor
No. of blades: 8
Blade: SR-7-21 (aeroversion100)
Diameter: 9.00 ft (108inches)
Directionof rotation: Counterclockwise(left-handblade)
Note: Unless otherwise specified, all blade anglesare specified at the 3/4
station (40.5 inch radius), per aerodynamic conic.
4.0 GENERALREQUIREMENTS
4.1 Velocityvs. altitude: See Figure i.
4.2 Power: See Figure 2.
4.3 Tip Speed & RPM: The normalmax tip speed is 800 fps (1698RPM) and is defined
as 100% RPM. Provisionshal! be made to testup to 105%or 840 fps (1783RP_:).
The min RPM ro be testedis 600 fps (1273RPM). As a designgoa! thisrange
" shall be providedwithouthardwarechanges.
4.4 OperatinqConditionN The Prop-Fanshal!be designedto operatesatisfactorily
within the temperatureversusaltitudelimitsdefinedin Figure3. The syst_
shallbe capableof rotatingafter soakingfor a periodof three hours in
ambientair temperaturesof -65°F to +130°F. Operationis permittedas soonas
engineoil temperaturereachesnormalengineoperatinglimits. Maxim_
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4.4 (cont'd)
temperature of oil provided shall be 170°F.
4.5 EnvironmentConditions-- The Prop-Fanshall be designedto satisfythe
requirementsof MIL-STD-810Cfor humidity,fungus,salt, spray,sand and dust. .
4.6 OperatingFluid: MIL-H-5606
4.7 Oil Manaq,ament-- The Fitch changeactuatorand controlshall have a self-
containedoil systzT_.
The hub shallhave a separateoi! supplyto lubricatethe retentionbearing
races, the actuator_mti-torquesplineand the trunnionbearings.
The capacityof the oil tank in the controlis 18 quarts.
The actuatorrequires 12 quartswhile operating. When the propellershuts
down (at feather), 6 quartswill drain back to the control.
4.8 De_icing:Deicingheatersshall be incorporatedin the blades. There shallbe no
provisionsfor deicingringor brush block and connectionsat thistime.
4.9 _x Loadin@:
a) OverspeedLimit -- All elementsof the rotatingpropellerwil! be designed
to withstand125%overspeedor 150% centrifugalload with no inelastic
deformation.
All elementsof the rotatingpropellerwil! be designedto withstand140%
overspeedor 200% centrifugalload. This includesthe blade, retention, -
disc, and blade anglecontrolmechanism. Local inelasticdeformationwil!
b
be permittedin all of theseelementsat thisoverspeedbut the propeller
shall be capableof featheringafter exposureto 140% overspeed,but may not
be operational.
8O
4.9 b) Proof Pressure: 1.5 times normal pressure (1.5 x 1130 = 1700 psi)
c) Burst Pressure: 2.25 times normal pressure (2.25 x 1130 = 2550 psi)
4.10 Weight The blades and blade retention shall be designed to have weight
characteristicstha_ are representativeof anticipatedProp-Fansystemsfor future
aircraftapplications.
For the restof the systemthere is no weighttarget° This designshallbe
start-of-the-artand aimedat low developmentrisk.
5.0 SPECIFICREQUI_
5.1 Blade
5.1.1 Confi@uration-- Based on SR-7Lversion21 (aeroversion100).
(ReferencePDR conducted2/25/83.)
5.1.2 Deicingw Heaterincorporatedin inboardleadingedge (ref.FAR-25).
The heaterwill not be wired for use in the Prop-Fanbut may be subjected
to icingtestsby NASA.
5.1.3 FOD Protection-- Metal sheathon outboardleadingedge.
5.1.4 FlutterMarqin
5.1.4.1 Stall -- Free of flutterat 100%of take-offpower at 100%
designspeed (800fps) at Mn = 0 to 0.2 fcr fcrwardthrustand
at 20% of takeoffpower at 100%designspeedat Mn = 0 to 0.2
for reversethrust.
5.1.4.2 Hi-s_=ed-- Free of fluttex_ the flighten_lope (reference
Figure1) and range of _ loadingsup to 105%of deaignrotatic_al
speed (840fps) and at 14,000ft. altitude,the calculatedflutter
Machnumbermust be greaterthan 0.8 at a testrig hcrsepowe_
and RPM equivalentto the designpowercoefficientand advance
ratioto allow testingin theModanewind tunnel.
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5.1.5 Critical Speed Margins -- No IP critical speeds shall be permitted in the
Operating speed range and the minimum margin shall be 40% of maximum
operating speed. For 2P excitation, the ground operation critical speed mar-
gin at 800 fps shall be a minimum of 20% of Prop-Fan speed and 2P integer cross
over. The flight margin shall be a minimum of 10% Prop-Fan speed and 2P integel
crossover. This margin shall be reduced inversely as the exciting order is
increased from 3P up to 5P° In determining these margins, the effect of
blade angle on frequencies shall be determined.
5.1.6 Stress Margins -- The combined steady and cyclic stresses shall be plotted
on modified Goodman Diagrams for the materials of construction° The strength
boundaries shall represent a high probability of survival derived from
experimental data on specimens and full-scale structures° As a minimum,
the boundaries shall represent _- 3°5 o lines. The start-stop stress
range shall be reflected against a boundary for a life of 50XI0 _ cycles°
The high cycie'combined stresses shall be reflected against a boundary
for 100Xl06 cycles or infinite life.
The maximum elastic (nominal x kT) stressing due to 125% overspeed and the
nominal stressing due to a 140% overspeed shall be kept be!ow the 0.2% offset
yield strength for homogenous metal materials. The change in elastic module
shall be kept below 5% for fiber reinforced resin material regarding these
same overspeed requirements.
5.1.7 Aerodynamic Excitations -- The equivalent design Excitation Factor (EF) shall
be 4°5. The basic EF due to iP only is 3,3.
5olo8 FOD Criteria-- The foreignobjectsare classifiedintothreecategoriesas
follows: minor,moderate,and major impacts. Majorand moderateimpacts
correlatewith Group I and II definitionsin FAR AdvisoryCircular33-IB
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5.1.8 (cont'd)
datedApril 22, 1970. Minor impactsincludesand, small stones,and birds
up to about 4 ounces. Moderateimpactsincludetwo-inchhailstonesand
birds up to two pounds. Major impactsincludea singlebird up to four[xDunds.
Thedamagecriteriareas follows:
Minor Impacts - No damageallowedto basicblade structure.
Operationwill continuewithoutimpediment.
ModerateImpact - Damagecan includelossof materialor airfoil
distortion. Operationshallcontinueat 75% power
minimumfor 5 minutes.Nometal fragmentsshallbe lost
whichcanpenetratetheaircraftfuselagepressureshell.
I_ughness shall be tolerable and as a guide, rotor unbal&_ce
force shall be kept below 5,000 pounds.
Major Impacts - Damage can include loss of material or airfoil distortion_
Ability to feather the propeller must be maintained. A
Shutdown must be accomplished without catastrophic effects
on the airframe structure. As a guide, the rotor unbalance
force shall be kept below 25,000 ibs. No metal fragments
shall be lost which can penetrate the aircraft fuselage
pressure shell.
5.1.9 Life and Reliability Goals -- The blade shall be designed for the fol!owing
goals:
Maximum Continuous Stress Level Infinite life
Replacement Life 35,000 hours
Mean Time Between Unscheduled Blade Removals 50,000 hours
(8 blade set) (Inherent)
5.1.10 Lightning Protection -- Lightning protection shall be incorporated in the blade.
5.1.11 Desiqn Cases -- See Figure 4
5.1.12 Analysis Cases -- See Figure 5
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5.2 Disc/Retention
5.2.1 Mounti_ -- Shaft type, same as 54460propeller.
5.2.2 Slip Ring -- Provisionfor mountingan instrumentationslip ring (providedby
the InstrumentationsGroup)on the backof the disc.
5.2.3 Spinner-- Provisionfor attachinga spinner (referenceFigure6).
5.2.4 Control-- Provisionfor mountinga controlon the tail shaft (reference
54460).
5.2°5 StressMarginH The maximumelastic (nominalX stressconcentrationfactor)
stressingdue to a 125% overspeedand the nominalstressingdue to a 140%
overspeedshall be kept below the 0.2%yield strengthfor homogeneousmetal
material.
5.2.6 Life N The disc shallhave a lifeof 50,000start/stopcycles. The rete_nti¢_,
bearingshallhave a life of 50,000cyclesof low cycle fatigueand unlL_ited
life undermaximumcentrifuga!,maximumsteadybendingand maximumvibratory
bendinganywherein the flightenvelope.
5.2.7 RetentionBearin@-- The retentionbearingshallbe capableof replacement
or the disc shall includeprovisionsfor up to three (3)regrindswith a
maximumtotalstock removalof 0.04.
5.2.8 Speed Pickup-- Provisionsfor the rotatingportionof a speedpickup shallbe
made. This signalshall also be conpatiblewith synchrophasing.The device
shall be the same or similarto 54460hardware.
5.2.9 IP ShaftMo-_nt-- The maximumIP shaftmoment is predictedto be 76,500in.Lbs
at the followingcondition:
1698 rpm i
6000SHP
M_ = 0.2 (132KEAS S.L.S.D.)
EF = 3o3
5.3 Pitch ChangeActuator/Trunnions
5.3.1 GeneralRequirementsN Any malfunctionof the pitch changeactuatorwill cause
the systemto pitchlockor feather. The actuatorshallbe modularto the extent
that is practicalfor the testprogram.
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5.3.2 In-placePitchlock-- An in-placepitchlockshall be providedto limit the
max lossof bladeangle to approximately1 degreebelow the governor
scheduledblade angle. The minimumpitchlockgap shall allow the pitch
chang_syst_i,5o slewat a r-ateof approximately9 degrees/sec.
, 5.3.3 GroundAdjustableLow PitchStop N A groundadjustablelow pitch stop
is providedfor reverseblade angle groundtesting. The stop shall be
set to limit in-flightblade_ngle fromgoirgbelow +4008. The stop
shall be adjustablebetween-10°8and +40°_ for reversetesting. The low
pitch stop shallbe readilyadjustablewithoutdismantlingthe pitch change
system.
5.3.4 Feather-- The pitchchangesystemshallce capableof featheringthe
propellerto an angleof 87.5degrees+ 2.5° with an accuracyof 0.1°.
5.3.5 Reverse-- The actuatorshallprovidethe travelnecessaryto give a reverse
blade angleof -10° set by the adjustablelow pitch stop. The actualminimun_
blade anglewill be establishedby blade-to-bladeinterference.There is no
beta controlto the reverseangle.
5.3.6 ActuatorSizing
5.3.6.1 AerodynamicSizingCriteria
CIM (Centrifugaltwistingmoment): See Fig. 7
ATM (Aerodlmamictwistingmoment): See Fig. 8
FTM (Frictionaltwistingmoment): CL x PD x .005
2
CL (CentrifugalLoad): 82,900ibs. at 1698 rI_n
TilM(totaltwistingmoment): _ + ATM +
A contingencyal!owanceof 20% shallbe added to the ATM and CH_
of Figs. 7 and 8.
5.3.6.2 The pitch changesystemshal!be capableof increasingblade angle
with a l0 psi marginover the operatingrangeof Figure 1 at 110% rpm
(1868rpm)and 0 SHP.
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5.3.6.3 The pitch changesystemshallbe capableof changingbladeangle
at 9 deg/secover the operatingrange of Figure 1 at 100% rpm
(1698rpm) at 80% (4800)SHP.
5.3.7 Life R The minimumdesign fatiguelifeshall be i0,000start/stopcycles.
with a flightcycle time of 1.5 hours.
5.3.8 Instrumentationm Provisionto measureboth high and low pitch pressure "
duringoperationshall be provided. (Pressuresensorsto be providedby
the InstrumentationGroup.} Provisionto measureblade angle shall be
provided.
5.3.9 Time Constant-- The actuatorloop timeconstantshall be 0.25 sec at no load.
5.4 Control
5.4.1 Configuration-- Based on 739000-1(54460/E2).
5.4.2 ControlSchenatic
a) Present54460Control (SK90621%
b) 5_dified schematic for LAP (L-14325-3_
5.4.3 Governin@ Range -- 1273 to 1783 rpm (600 to 840 fps) (75 to 105%)
5.4.4 O_eratin@ Pressure
Supply- 1050 to 1130 psig
HPRV setting - 1150-1375 psi
Pump Pulsation - 1150 + 175 psi
5.4.5 Pump Flow
62.2 qts/minat 100% rpm, 1125psi, 170°F
46.6 qts/minat 75% rpm, 1125 psi,170°F
5.4.6 Leakage
5.4.6.1 Control- 1.5 qts/minat 100%rpm, 170°F
5.4.6.2 TransferBearin@- 3.7 qts/minat 100%rpm, 170°F
5.4.6.3 Pitch Change- Null 13 qts/minat 100%rpm, 170°F
- slewing I.I qts/minat 100%rpm, 170°F
5.4.7 Net Flow - 55.9qts/minslewingat 100%rl_a,170°F
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5.4.8 Coolin@Requirements- Coolingfor the controlshallhe providedby an
airframesuppliedheat exchanger. The heat exchangermastremove550 b_/min
from the controlhydraulicoil. Circulationof the controloil throughthe
heat exchangemshall be providedby an airframesuppliedpump. Fittingsfcr
• hydrauliclines to and from the heat exchangershallhe locatedat the rear
of the controlper L-14325-20.
• Oil outlettemp of heat exchanger: 170OFmax
Punioutlet pressure: 30 psi max (@ 170°F)
5.4.9 InputLe__r - The controlshall have a singleleverinput fcr featherand
speed set. The shaftcan he drivenby eithera mechanicalinputor electric
motor. The drive is aircraftsupplied. The inputlevertorqueis 65 in.lbs.
max.
5.4.9.1 Schedule-- Figure 9 shows the conditionlever schedule.
_574.-IOFeahher-
Electrical-- A solenoidactuatedby the engineoverspeedgovernor
and/or a feather button shall be provided.
Mechanical -- The input lever shall be the mechanical input for
feather.
5.4.11 Overspeed protection m An aircraft-supplied overspeed syst_ shall activate
the feather solenoid whenever the propeller speed exceeds 110% of 800 FPS.
5.4.12 Beta control -- There are no provisions for Beta control.
5.4.13 Unfeather -- The auxiliary motor shall be used to unfeather the Prop-Fan.
5.4.14 Reverse -- Provision to run in reverse with the adjustable low pitch stop
set to the desired reverse angle shall be provided.
5.4.15 Synchrophasing -- Provisions to incorporate synchrophasing shall be provided
within the constraints of ease of assembly and low development risk the
° hysteresisand backlashbetweenthe governorand the actuatorshall be
minimized.
5.4.16DynamicResponse-- Governorgain. 2.4O/sec/%RPS._at null.
5.4.17Aux Motor & Pump -- An electricalmotor-drivenpump is providedto assistin
feathering,airstart,and for groundhandling.
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5.4.17 (cont'd)
o Pressure: 1375PSI
o Flow: 14qts/min
O Voltage: 208 VAC, 3 phase,400 cycles
o Amperage: 15 normal,30 at reliefvalve
o Dutycycle: 5.5 HP fcr 10 sec
. 4.5 HP fcr 10 sec
15 min off
5.4.18Life -- The minimumdesignfatiguelife shall be i0,000start/stopcycles
with a flightcycle time of 1.5 hours.
5.4.19Instrumentation-- Provisionshall be made to measuresupply,governor
meteredpressure,and stationarytransferbearingand sump temperature.
(Thesensorswill be providedby the InstrumentationGroup.)
5.4.20BrushBlock -- Provisionshall be made to mount an instrumentationbrush
block (providedby the InstrumentationGroup)on the existingbrush block
mountingpad.
5.4.21Speed Pickup-- Provisionfor the stationaryportionof a speed pickup
shall be made. This signalshallalso be compatiblewith synchrophasing.
The deviceshallbe the sameor similarto 54460hardware.
5.5 Spinner
5.5.1 Contour- Per Figure 6.
5.5.2 Material-
5.5.2.1 Forward- Fiberglass
5.5.2.2 Aft - Fiberglass
5.5.2.3 Bulkheads- Fiberglass
5.5.3 Deicing- Not required
5.5.4 Length- 44.5 in.
5.5.5 Blade Plug - A spinnerto bladering is required.
5.5.6 Removal/Installation-- The spinnershall he designedfor each of installa-
tion and removalof the forwardspinnerto facilitatesystemtestinG.
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6.0 MAINTAINABILITY/RELIABILITY
6.1 M&R
There are no specificdesignrequirementsfor maintainabilityand reliability.
The hardwareshouldbe designedfollowinggood designpracticeand using state-
, of-the-arttechnique.
7.0 OTHERCONSIDERATIONS
7.1 There is the potentia!for a r._ntractmodificationto add oppositerotation
(clockwise)hardwareto the program. Duringthe designeffort,ways to minimize
the effectof incorporatingoppositerotationshouldbe considered.However,
oppositerotationshall not be incorporatedat thistime.
7.2 The SR-7L will be testedon the staticthrustrig at wrightField to verify its
staticperformance. For this test it is desirableto operatethe Prop-Fanas a
fixedpitch/groundadjustableunit. (%_econtrolwill not be used.) Therefore,
duringthe designof the SR-7L,Designshouldconsiderways to incorporatea
fixed pitch/groundadjustableactuatorin the Prop-Fan,but this actuatorshal!
not be designedat this time.
7.3 The SR-7L will be testedon the staticthrustrig at WrightField to explorethe
stall flutterboundaryand in the Modanewind tunnelto explorethe high speed
flutterboundary. For these tests it is desirableto operatethe Prop-Fanwith
directblade angle controland not with speedcontrol. To accomplishthis it is
envisionedthat the blade angle couldbe variedusing an externalhydraulicsup!_ly
directedto the high or low pitch chambersof the actuatorthrougha co_nercial
transferbearingmountedon the frontof the Prop-Fan. Designshouldconsiderways
- to incorporatethis capabilityin the hardware,but thishardwareshall not be
designedat this time.
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7.4 The hardwaredesignedin thisprogramwill be used in a futureNASA Propeller
Test Assembly (PTA)contract. The PTA contractwill includestaticengine testing.
At this time it is not knownwhetherthis testwill be conductedon an indoorQr
outdoorteststand. The hardwarewill alsobe subjectedto testingwith an engine,
and wing in a low speed wind tunneland with an engineon a testbedairplane.
8.0 PROPELLERINTERFACES
8.1 Propellercontrolinstallationdrawing (Preliminary)(Ref.L14325-I& L14325-2).
This drawingdefinesthe conceptand interfacebetweenthe propeller,the pitch
changesystem,thecontrol,andthegearbox.
8.2 Hub/Flange/ControlMmuntin_-- See Figure10 (T56).
8.3 Slip RLng -- A slipring will be providedfor ins_nm__ntationonly. The brush
blockwill mount on the controlin placeof the deicingbrushblock. The sl'.p
ring and brush blcck shall be suppliedby the Ins_tation Group.
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FIGL_E 1 91
k'NGINEP_ER VS.ALTI_JDE
6000 0-0.2 Sea Level 74.1 800 ft/sec
5400 0.5 10,000ft. 66.7 800
4500 0.6 20,000 55.6 800
3820 0.8 30,000 47.2 800
3240 0.8 35,000 40.0 800
2025 0.8 35,000 25.0 600
FIGURE2 92
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DESIGNCASES FOR SR-7L BLADE -.
C/L_E CONDITION Mn ALTITUDE HP SHP/D2 TIP SPEED RPM EF
I Cruise 0.8 35,000ft. 2592 32 800 fps 1698 4.5
2 Mfn C11mb 0.2 Sea Level 6000 74.1 800 fps 1698 4.5
3 25% O'speed. 0.8 35,000ft. 0 0 1000fps 2.122 0
4 40% O'speed 0.8 35,000ft. 0 0 1120fps 2377 0
ANALYSESTO BE CONDUCTED
FLUTTER CRITICAL STRESS
€_..__EE STALL HI SPEED SPEED MARGINS MARGINS FOD
I No Yes Yes Yes No .
Yes No Yes Yes Yes
3 No No No Yes (steady) No
4 No No No Yes (steady) No
FIGURE4
Revfsed 9/15/83
SR-7L BLADE- CONDITIONSTO BE ANALYZED
1. gtnd Tunnel* 0.8 Mn 14,000 ft. 1050 HP 13 SHP/D2 800 fps 1698 rpm 4.5 EF
2. Static 0 Sea level 6000 74.1 800 1698 0
3. Reverse 0 Sea level 1200 14.8 800 1698 0
4. Crulse-lorpm 0.8 35,000 2025 25 600 1273 4.5
5. Cruise-hi rpm & Mn 0.85 35,000 3280 40.5 840 1783 4.5
6. ' C1tmb O.5 10,000 5400 66.7 800 1698 4.5
7. Dive 0.6 20,000 0 0 800 1698 0
8. Dive 0.8 35,000 0 0 800 1698 0
These condltlonswlll be analyzed--however,the blade designw111 not be modifiedbasedupon the results.
* Condltlonsshownare for 8 blades. Will be done for 2 and 4 bladesalso.
Figure 5
Revised 9/15/83
ANALYSESTO BE CONDUCTEO
Flutter Crtttcal Stress
_kle Stall Hi-Speed Speed Har9tns Mar9tns FOI)
1 No Yes Yes Yes No
2 Yes No Yes Yes (Steady) No
3 Yes No Yes Yes (Steady) No
4 No Yes Yes Yes No
No Yes Yes Yes No
6 No Yes Yes Yes No
7 No Yes No Yes (Steady) No
8 No Yes No No No
Figure 5 (continued)
Revtsed9/15/83
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